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Wisdom in the Woods

Model Forest takes lead 
in innovative 
community forest plan
By Sheilla Jones

Brian Kotak, Manitoba 
Model Forest general 
manager.

After years of disappointing markets for Manitoba 
woodlot owners, a proposal for a community and 
industry partnership to revive the forestry business in 
eastern Manitoba is creating new hope. 

“This is a brand new initiative hatched in Manitoba,” 
said Brian Kotak, general manager of the Manitoba 
Model Forest (MBMF), based in Pine Falls. “It’s come 
about because we have engaged a couple of forest 
product companies that are interested in creating a joint 
venture forest stewardship company that will include 
the community, First Nations and industry.”

Kotak said it is too early to go into details about the 
proposed project, as it is really just being explored now, 
but the plan does involve several high-end forest 
product companies that will put tree-harvesting 
operators back in the forest, see people employed in a 
number of state-of-the-art mills and processing plants, 
and could provide a market for private woodlot owners.

It would, he said, create an integrated operation that 
would manage forest products from round logs to wood 
waste for biomass products. The geographic scale of 
the forest that could be managed under the new Shared 
Forest Stewardship company is not known yet.

“There is a lot of excitement in the community,” said 
Kotak.

The concept of shared stewardship has grown out of 
the huge gap in forest management left when Tembec 
shut down its Pine Falls newsprint plant in 2010, and 
the fact that there is no cutting at all going on in the 
area covered by Tembec’s former forest management 
licence. That licence is about to expire.

“We had community meetings in March and May,” 
said Kotak, “to bring together the community, industry 
and the government to explore the idea of shared 
management of the forest. And we had the first steering 
committee meeting for the project on July 18 to 
determine how to move forward with the idea.”

Kotak said the role of the MBMF in taking the lead 
on the shared stewardship idea came out of the initial 
community meetings, where participants pointed out 
MBMF’s 20-year history in working with communities, 
government and industry on forest management issues 

Letting the woodchips fly
Walter “The Timberman” Keller is a blur as he wields a 
fast-moving chainsaw, teaching a class how to carve an 
owl out of a log at Falcon Lake in June. WAM director 
Randy Charney is one of the students. His story is on 
page 5.

Continued on page 3
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The Manitoba Woodlot is published six times annually 
as a service to the membership of The Woodlot 
Association of Manitoba (WAM). 

WAM seeks to promote an understanding of 
sustainable woodlot management, increase income and 
employment potential for the woodlot sector, promote 
the use of woodlot products in the place of non-
renewable and imported products, and develop human 
resources in woodlot management.

WAM represents the interests of our members within 
the Canadian Federation of Woodlot Owners (CFWO). 
The CFWO makes those interests known to forestry 
ministers at both levels of government.

WAM also has a representative to the Manitoba Model 
Forest, another organization that promotes sustainable 
management of Manitoba’s wooded areas.

WAM is a non-profit organization led by a volunteer 
Board of Directors, which meets monthly. Our Annual 
General Meeting (AGM) is held each year before the 
end of March and is open to all members in good 
standing.
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Email: wameditor@shaw.ca
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Woodlot Association of Manitoba
900 Corydon Ave., Winnipeg, MB  R3M 0Y4

The Manitoba Model Forest’s work in eastern 
Manitoba’s Boreal Forest has taken a hard hit from the 
federal government’s 2012 Spring Budget.

MBMF funding was cut by 50 percent for this year, 
and by 75 next year. This would seem to doom the 
Model Forest, but that’s not what is happening.

The Model Forest was created in 1992 under the 
Mulroney Government to address problems in forest 
management, forest tenure and forest research. For the 
past 20 years, the Manitoba Model Forest has been 
bringing forest stakeholders together, allocating scarce 
dollars to research projects—such as working with the 
threatened Woodland Caribou of the eastern 
Boreal—and changing the way forest companies carry 
out harvesting operations.

The Model Forest is re-inventing itself in a number of 
ways. When the Tembec Paper Mill in Pine Falls closed, 
the focus changed from industrial forestry to Non-
Timber Forest Products. Local residents are being 
trained to produce a wide variety of “goods from the 
woods”, and the Model Forest is working to develop 
markets for them.  

Under General Manager Brian Kotak’s leadership, the 
Board of the Manitoba Model Forest decided to move 
forward with a concept known as a “Shared Stewardship 
Community Forest”. 

The Model Forest would play an advocacy and 
consultancy role in attracting new industry to the area. 
So far, there has been interest shown from two large 
forest companies interested in an integrated forest 
industry, which would create traditional forest products 
as well as biofuels and wood pellets left over from 
processing roundwood.

Talks are continuing. The Pine Falls area certainly 
needs the jobs, as 350-400 were lost when Tembec shut 
down due to the declining global demand for newsprint.  

There is plenty of work to do in the development of 
the Community Forest.

Community forests have been working well in other 
provinces for over a decade. Profits are re-invested into 
the community rather than going to foreign shareholders.

Government, industry, and all stakeholders are 
expected to come together to work towards long-term 
sustainability of eastern Manitoba’s Boreal Forest. 
Although there are huge challenges ahead, the work 
carried out today could create a foundation for future 
economic prosperity for local families for generations to 
come.

By Bob Austman

New role for MBMF in 
Boreal Forest
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in eastern Manitoba.
Although a community-managed forest would be a first 

for Manitoba, such operations are already underway 
across the country and others are in the planning stages. 
 The Alberni Valley Community Forest in BC got its 
forest management program underway in 2009, while the 
Nova Scotia Forest Alliance is at the beginning stages of 
discussions about a community forest in Pictou County.

Kotak admitted that the shared stewardship project 
comes at an opportune time for MBMF. The organization 
had its federal funding under the Forest Communities 
Program slashed in the spring budget, which means 
MBMF had to shelve 19 of the 23 programs it was 
running. 

“This is an opportunity to recreate our organization and 

take the lead in setting up a Shared Stewardship 
Community Forest and re-invigorating the forest industry 
in the region.”

  Above, Conservation minister Gord 
Mackintosh shares a laugh with 
about 75 people who gathered at 
Mike James's Boreal Woods Nature 
Centre on June 22.
  Mackintosh was announcing the 
doubling of the amount of Crown land 
to be protected by the Brokenhead 
Wetland Ecologicial Reserve. This 
was followed by a tour of the wetland 
area.
  The event was hosted by the Native 
Orchid Conservation group. The 
protected area near Grand Beach is 
home to 28 of Manitoba's 36 native 
orchid species.
  WAM provided lunch for the 
gathering. Left, WAM director Louise 
Matthewson serves sausage on a 
bun, while WAM president Irene de 
Graaf and Don Matthewson manage 
the barbeque.

Community-managed forest a first for Manitoba
Continued from front page

WAM helps out with Brokenhead Wetland Preserve field day
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The chips were flying and the saws were screaming as 
chainsaw carving camp kicked off in Falcon Lake on June 
8th.

Our instructor was renowned local carver Walter “The 
Timberman” Keller, with assistance from fellow carver 
Russ Kubara. Of the nine individuals in the class, eight of 
us had taken Walter’s building with logs course over the 
past few years.

Walter has a positive, enthusiastic, and fun approach to 
teaching, so it’s not surprising to find he has a bit of a 
following.

Day One began with basic safety and instruction on 
planning and setting up the rough cuts. After a 
demonstration of blocking techniques we were on our 
way to creating our first carving, an owl.

When I had told a friend of mine that I was taking this 
course, he summed it up as starting with a block of wood 
and cutting away whatever doesn’t look like a bird.

While it isn’t that simple, it doesn’t take long to create a 
basic shape. By following a simple outline drawn on the 
log, stepping back to look at it from four sides as you do 
the rough cut, the carving begins to take shape.

Unlike sculpting with clay, chainsaw carving requires 
you remove something you can’t put back. Surprisingly, 
cutting a little too deep meant a slight change in a bird’s 
stance or creating a slightly smaller sculpture.

With Walter constantly offering tips and 
encouragement, no firewood was created all weekend.

By the afternoon, we had the basic shapes created and 
moved into the more detailed carving. Using a chainsaw 
with a dime tip carving bar, Walter demonstrated how to 
create the finer aspects of the carving, including various 
types of feathers.

Using hand grinders, sanding disks and chisels, day one 
ended with everyone completing their owls. While no two 
owls looked the same, they all looked like owls.

Day Two was devoted to carving an eagle. Using Russ’s 
four-sided patterns, we followed his step-by-step blocking 
instructions. Again, with Walter’s patient and positive 
encouragement, the eagles took shape. As in Day One, the 
eagles all looked like eagles by the end of the day.

There was an added bonus on this day as members of 
the Manitoba Agassiz Chainsaw Sculptors group were on 

hand to create some amazing sculptures.  
On Day 3, we got to choose what we wanted to carve. 

Most of the class opted to carve bears in different poses.
I wanted to learn how to carve tree spirits. It’s not hard 

to find an uprooted tree in the woodlot, and the roots 
make for some wild-looking hair. Walter showed me how 
to create the long flowing beard and facial features.

Now I just need to find the time to practise. I still need 
to buy some chisels to complete the features on my 
carvings.

All in all, it was a great weekend; I definitely learned a 
lot.  Walter told me he would put on another course next 
year if there were enough interest. You can contact Walter 
at 204-348-3115 or on-line at wkeller@mts.net. 

For pictures from the course, as well as patterns and 
links to other chainsaw carving sites, you can go to Russ 
Kubara’s website at www.chainsawcarve.ca.

By Randy Charney

Charney tries his hand 
at chainsaw carving

Randy Charney converted logs into a very creditable 
owl and eagle in his first try at chain saw carving. Photo 
by Randy Charney.
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Winnipeggers are justifiably proud of the city’s 
urban forest. There are currently about 280-
thousand trees planted just on city boulevards, but 
tree planting in the city got off to a slow start.

The first ornamental trees in the Red River 
Settlement were planted in the 1860s, but there 
weren’t many, and the settlement remained largely 
treeless except along the river banks.

Winnipeg was incorporated in 1873, and city 
newspaper editors started pushing city council to 
make an effort to engage citizens in tree planting. 
According to the following editorial from the April 
23, 1887 edition of the daily newspaper The 
Manitoba Sun, little progress was being made.

The tree planting season is near at hand, and our 
city fathers, it is satisfactory to note, are giving the 
question on the ornamentation of the city some 
consideration.

Last year there was a public holiday on Arbor 
Day, and some little progress was made, but there 
has as yet been nothing like a systematic effort.

Winnipeg will never appear home-like and 
inviting until it has plenty of lawns and shade trees, 
and every possible encouragement in this direction 
should be given.

Winnipeg residents did start planting trees but it 
wasn’t until the early 1900s that the city introduced 
a regular tree-planting program for city boulevards. 
Trees from the early boulevard planting program 
can be found in downtown Winnipeg, River Heights 
and St. Boniface.

Editor urges City to plant 
trees in Winnipeg, 1887

HISTORY OF TREES Family forests

Representing family 
foresters internationally

Most privately owned forests in the world are held 
by families, so it makes sense to have an 
international family forest alliance to represent their 
interests.

The International Family Forest Alliance (IFFA) 
was formed in 2002 to act as an umbrella 
organization for organizations such as woodlot 
associations. It provides a common voice for more 
than 25-million forest-owning families from around 
the world.

The Canadian Federation of Woodlot Owners 
(CFWO) is a member of IFFA, and WAM is a 
member of CFWO.

According to IFFA, national family forest 
organizations such a CFWO share the same 
objectives as IFFA:

• To defend the rights and common interests of 
family forest owners with government authorities 
and market players;

• To increase political and economic influence in 
order to ensure the economic, social and 
environmental viability of family forestry;

• To promote family forestry and its positive 
impact on sustainable forest management, rural 
livelihoods, forest cover, and the availability of a 
wide range of forest products and ecosystem 
services;

• To provide various support services necessary for 
improved forest management and market access 
such as business and forest management advice for 
individual forest owners.

IFFA is an advocacy organization for private 
woodlot/forest owners, but it recognizes the need 
for strong associations to represent family forests. It 
believes the small and medium forest owners make 
the strongest contribution to sustainability and 
prosperity when they are organized in strong and 
effective organizations.

IFFA also helps member organizations with 
projects to support the development of family forest 
associations locally and federations nationally. It has 
a number of such projects underway in Vietnam, 
Kenya, Ethiopia and Mexico.
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Every community forest is different, but they all want to 
find a workable balance between economic development 
of forest resources, safeguarding the environment, and 
cultural community ideals.

One of them is the Alberni Valley Community Forest in 
the Port Alberni area of British Columbia. Its community 
forest stewardship program is well underway. In 
November of 2009 the AVCF entered into a 25-year 
Community Forest Agreement with the provincial 
government for the exclusive right to harvest crown 
timber and non-timber resources on their specified land 
base.

The vision of the Alberni Valley Community Forest is to 
put control of lands and resources into the hands of local 
people by building a financially viable timber and non-
timber forest resource business which provides benefits to 
the community and manages the forest in a manner that 
achieves a balance between community values and 
practicable management.

Management objectives within the plan include not only 
those respecting timber resources but also objectives 
respecting community watershed, fisheries and riparian 
protection, recreational uses, cultural heritage, wildlife, 
botanical forest products, visual aesthetics, biodiversity, 
soil conservation, public education, and tourism.

The Alberni community forest goals aim to:
    • Demonstrate forestry practices based on community 

values;
    • Safeguard the domestic water supply from the 

effects of harvesting;
    • Promote a diverse use of the land base;
    • Provide opportunities for meaningful public 

participation;
    • Create a viable self-sustaining business which will 

not be a burden to local taxpayers;
    • Manage for a variety of timber and non-timber 

products while protecting other values that provide 
community benefits, such as water, recreation and trails, 
viewscapes, wildlife and biodiversity, carbon 
sequestration, and spirituality;

    • Generate revenues to be retained and utilized for 
community based project;

    • Advance a high standard of safety for workers and 
forest users.

More information is available on-line at 
www.communityforest.ca.

Community forests

Alberni community 
manages own forestry

Forest conditions and ownership structures vary 
greatly from one country to another. In IFFA 
member countries, the countries with the highest 
percentage of privately owned forests (measured in 
millions of hectares) include Norway, Austria, 
Denmark, Finland and Portugal. Canada has far 
more forest than any other member country.

Canada:    417.5 mill ha of forest; 6% owned by 
425,000 family forest owners

USA:         226 mill ha of forest; 68% is privately 
owned with 58% by small holders

Australia:   149 mill ha of forest; 44% is privately 
owned with 13% by indigenous people

Sweden:    31 mill ha of forest; 50% owned by 
family foresters

Portugal:    4 mill ha of forest; 85% owned by 
400,000 family forest owners with 12% owned by 
local communities

You can find out more about the International Family 
Forest Alliance on-line by going to 
www.familyforest.net.

Private forests around 
the world

By the numbers:
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  Canada and Sweden teamed up to deliver a report on 
the importance of woodlots and family forests at the 
Rio+20 Earth Summit in Brazil in June.
  Peter deMarsh, president of the Canadian Federation of 
Woodlot Owners and Lennart Ackzell, head of 
international affairs for The Swedish Federation of Forest 
Owners were representing the International Family Forest 
Alliance at the conference. 
  The summit attracted heads of state and ministers from 
more than 190 nations, and at the end of the conference, 
signed off on a plan to set global sustainable 
development goals and other measures to strengthen 
global environmental management, tighten protection the 
oceans, improve food security and promote a "green 
economy". The plan drew significant criticism from 
environmental groups for being vague and offering little 
concrete action.
  Ackzell provided the following description of the event, 
and his participation with deMarsh...

Rio+20 was a huge arrangement, held 20 years after 
the famous Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in 1992.

There were many participants and side arrangements. 
The overreaching theme of this conference Rio+20 is 

the Green Economy, which is UN jargon for sustainable 
economic development. The other themes were 
economic growth, social inclusion and environment 
protection. 

IFFA wants to support the idea that family forestry is 
seen an important component in the Green Economy. 
People in rural areas, through their forest management, 
are an evident part of sustainable economic development.

By our engagement in the Right Holders Group, G3, 
we were invited to speak at events in Rio.

First we spoke about certification and family forestry.
The new IFFA brochure was well taken! 
The International Institute for Environment and 

Development (IIED) in London had arranged a series of 
panel discussions at a university campus in Rio during 
the week-end. The general theme was “Fair Ideas”. We 
were invited to speak about success stories in locally 
controlled forestry.

Another major event was arranged by the Assistant 
Director General of the Food and Agriculture 
Organization (FAO) of the United Nations. He arranged 
a Forest Day on the theme, “Forest at the heart of green 
economy”. The honorable guest was Prince Albert II 
from Monaco. Again, we were invited to speak.

The event turned into a series of praising more use of 
forest products and the mutual interest between forest 
growers and forest industry. The FAO’s message was 
substitution of fossil energy, steel, aluminum and plastic 
was Eduardo’s message.

This event turned into an excellent networking 
opportunity to move the Family Forest positions forward!

There were lots of media in attendance and we were 
interviewed by the news agency IPS, Brazilian TV 
Global and Swiss radio.

On Tuesday the 19th, when Heads of State and the like 
started to come and made the Rio traffic even worse, the 
forest sector engaged in a final arrangement for 
visibility. The head of GFP (Growing Forest Partnership) 

Family forests and woodlots

Canada and Sweden promote family forests at Rio+20

Continued on next page
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organizations were invited to give clear support for the 
strong inclusion of forestry in Green Economy. The high 
level statements were delivered by such organizations as 
the World Bank and the organizations representing 
forestry, conservation, forestry research and agroforestry.

The message was: the forest has an enormous potential, 
sustainable use is the model, and it is involvement by 
small holders through robust owner and user rights that 
can realize this potential and herby give the forest its 
right value in the future Green Economy

What a meeting place! And it goes our way! Especially 
interesting that Executive Secretary Braulio de Souza 
Dias of the Convention on Biological Diversity said very 
clearly that involvement of local stakeholders for better 
rural livelihood will be the CBD’s new strategy. With, not 
against, people!

The conference ended on June 22, with Head of State 
and ministers from UN’s 193 member states to endorse a 
conference declaration. But then the security arrangement 
became hysterical, and we from the civil society could 
not be close to the polite statements. But at this stage the 
declaration text negotiations was already done.  

The final, endorsed conference document “The Future 
We Want” does contain certain important family forest 
interests, such as:

• We recognize that farmers, including small-scale 
farmers and fisherfolk, pastoralists and foresters, can 
make important contributions to sustainable development 
through production activities that are environmentally 
sound, enhance food security and the livelihood of the 
poor, and invigorate production and sustained economic 
growth.

• We highlight the social, economic and environmental 
benefits of forests to people and the contributions of 
sustainable forest management to the themes and 
objective of the Conference.

• We commit to improving the livelihoods of people 
and communities by creating the conditions needed for 

them to sustainably manage forests, including 
through strengthening cooperation arrangements in 
the areas of finance, trade, transfer of 
environmentally sound technologies, capacity-
building and governance, as well as by promoting 
secure land tenure, particularly decision-making and 
benefit-sharing, in accordance with national 
legislation and priorities.

It was good we were there.
Signed, Lennart Ackzell
The Swedish Federation of Forest Owners

Family forests and woodlots

Continued from previous page

Report from Rio+20, continued
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Why become a member of WAM?

As a member you will be promoting active 
stewardship of Manitoba’s Private 
Woodlands. You will also receive a great 
deal, including:

—A Bi-Monthly Newsletter, complete with 
up-to-date information of upcoming events, 
current woodlot/forestry/conservation 
issues, and wood products/services 
available in your area. The Manitoba 
Woodlot newsletter can be mailed to a 
Canadian address or sent by email to a 
member. Using email is an opportunity to 
reduce the use of paper and receive the 
newsletter in colour.

—Access to the Woodlot Library, which is 
stocked full of woodlot-related information.

—Opportunities to Participate in Field 
Days/Demonstrations, Conferences and 
Meetings abut topics related to woodlot 
management.

—Free Ads in our WAM member classified 
section in The Manitoba Woodlot.

—If you operate a commercial woodlot or 
agrowoodlot, the WAM membership fee is 
a tax deductible business expense. WAM 
provides a receipt and member card for 
membership payment by request only.

Membership in WAM is open to individuals 
and businesses. Dues are $30.00. Those 
interested in membership can telephone 
(204) 467-8648.

Apple scab, caused by the fungal disease Venturia 
inaequalis, is one of the most serious and disfiguring 
diseases of ornamental and fruit apples. Although the 
name implies it is limited to apples, this disease can be 
found on many members of the rose family. The hosts 
can include apples, hawthorns, fire thorns, cotoneasters, 
and pears. 

The symptoms of this disease are typically olive-brown 
lesions on the leaves and sometimes on new succulent 
shoots. The scabs are indistinct at the margins and if the 
infection is severe they may coalesce into larger patches. 
The patchy lesions can be found on flowers, fruit, leaves 
and twigs.

The tree responds to this infection by prematurely 
dropping infected leaves. Repeated severe infections can 
cause dieback after several years. 

The disease overwinters in dropped leaves and affected 
twigs remaining on the tree. Wet spring conditions 
spread spores and allow them to germinate on the leaves, 
initiating new infections. The warmer the temperature, 
the shorter the amount of time it takes to initiate an 
infection.

The peak period of infection occurs when the trees are 
starting to flower and continues until full bloom. 
Secondary infections will occur throughout the spring 
and summer if conditions are wet for periods of time.

Some cultural control, including disposal of diseased 
leaves and keeping twigs away from infected trees, as 
well as the removal of all leaves in the fall, will help to 
reduce the intensity of future infections. Planting disease-
resistant varieties and avoiding mass plantings also 
reduces the amount of disease inoculum and the 
potential for severe outbreaks. 

There are several broad-spectrum fungicides that are 
labelled for control of apple scab. Typically they require 
several applications starting at bud break and continuing 
every two weeks to get suitable control.

Your I.S.A. Certified Arborist is up to date on the latest 
research and can help preserve your apple trees.

 
Brad Gurr is an I.S.A. Certified Arborist and Plant 

Health Care Specialist dedicated to the care and 
preservation of trees. For more information on this 
subject or any plant health-care related questions, please 
feel free to contact Brad on-line at gurrb@yahoo.com.

By Brad Gurr

Apple scab a difficult 
disease to control
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Membership Application for 2012

New Members $30.00
Renewal Membership $30.00

Name
Mailing Address

Email Address
Telephone

I am particularly interested in the following:

Providing shelter
Wildlife habitat enhancement
Soil and water conservation
Land stewardship
Recreation
Wood products
Specialty or non-traditional products
    (i.e., berries, mushrooms, maple syrup)
Christmas trees
All of the above

Would you like to receive your copy of The 
Manitoba Woodlot via email?
Yes   No 
(A high-speed connection is recommended 
due to the long download time on dial-up.)

Do you require a receipt?  Yes   No 
(WAM provides receipts only upon request.)

Thank you for becoming involved and 
for supporting Manitoba’s private 

forests.

Mail to:
Woodlot Association of Manitoba
c/o Allan Webb, Secretary-Treasurer
Box 43
Stonewall, MB R0C 2Z0

  Manitoba Conservation and Water Stewardship is 
lifting its summertime ban on pruning elm trees, 
effective July 31.
  In Manitoba, native elm bark beetles are 
responsible for spreading the fungus that causes 
Dutch elm disease. These beetles feed on healthy 
elms and breed under the bark of dead and dying 
elms and elm firewood.
  Fresh pruning wounds attract elm bark beetles to 
healthy trees, making the tree vulnerable to 
infection.
  Regular pruning is important for maintaining your 
trees, and elms can be pruned after the ban ends. 
Pruning removes dead and dying branches, reduces 
the risk of entry of insects and diseases, and can 
improve tree form.
  This work requires special knowledge and skill and 
should always be done by a professional tree care 
worker or arborist. Arborists must have a Manitoba 
Arborists License in order to prune trees for 
remuneration. Ask to see this license when hiring an 
arborist.
  It is illegal to store elm firewood with its bark on 
in Manitoba, and a permit is needed to store or 
transport elm wood.
  Never store or transport elm firewood except to a 
designated disposal site. Manitobans can call their 
local municipal office for more information on 
where to take elm wood.
  For permits or for more information about Dutch 
elm disease management in Manitoba, please 
contact the Tree Line (1-800-214-6497) of Manitoba 
Conservation and Water Stewardship or visit 
www.gov.mb.ca/conservation/forestry.

Summertime ban on 
pruning elm trees lifted
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EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
Nyle 200 Kiln complete with controls 
and two fans, $2500. Call Len at 204-
423-2180.

Moulder/Planer, 4-headed. Over 
$9,000.00 in tooling (v joint, flooring, 6 
different casing knives, etc.). Blower 
unit, electrical, 2004 cat, generator, 
60kw. Knives and profiles included. In 
excellent condition. Buyer could be set 
up and running in one day. Asking 
$30,000.00. Call (807) 344-7514.

1999 Model LT 40 Wood-Mizer 
Sawmill. Includes 33 HP Kubota diesel 
motor, power feed, power up/down, 
debarker, auto clutch, shingle maker, 
and lapsider, Lubemizer. Cuts to 36” 
diameter, 21’ long; with bed extension 
up to 27’. Comes on wheels. Excellent 
condition. Asking $18,900.00. 
Telephone (204) 429-2135.

All sizes of slasher, sawmill and cord 
wood new blades. Resharpening used 
22”/42”/48”/50” sawmill blades and 26” 

cord wood blades. Skate sharpener, 
chipper, blower, debarker, planer, 
circular sawmill, bandsaw mill, feller 
buncher ($200,000.00). Used drum roll 
band saw sharpener ($250.00). All types 
of saw blade sharpening equipment. 592 
Talbot Ave., Winnipeg. Contact Norm at 
Dr. Saw (204) 667-6373 or see 
www.drsaw.ca.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
Sawmill equipment and saw blades any 
size, shape and condition. If you want to 
sell/buy logs, lumber and sawmill 
equipment, we can provide you with 
contacts. 592 Talbot Ave., Winnipeg. 
Contact Norm at Dr. Saw (204) 667-
6373 or see www.drsaw.ca.

SERVICES
Manitoba hardwoods. Elm, ash, maple 
custom cutting with Wood-Mizer mill. 
Bob Gass, McCreary, (204) 835-2631.

Saw blade repair/sharpening. We roll, 
tension, straighten and balance saw 
blades (instead of hammering). All types 

of saw blades and tools sharpened. Weld 
all types of carbide tip saws (Slasher and 
Feller Buncher teeth). 592 Talbot Ave., 
Winnipeg. Contact Norm at Dr. Saw (204) 
667-6373 or see www.drsaw.ca.

SAWLOGS WANTED
Interested in purchasing any type of saw 
log you have available. Contact Roger in 
Roseile at (204) 828-3386.

LUMBER FOR SALE
Timber Quota 41 cords softwood annual 
allowable cut $4500. Call Len at 204-423-
2180.

Hardwood lumber: oak, ash and 
basswood. Air dried. Various sizes and 
prices. Contact Roger in Roseile at (204) 
828-3386.

MISC. FOR SALE
Two cases of mesh tree guards, with 500 
per box. Price 20-cents per guard. Contact 
Barry at 204-423-2273.

WAM members advertise for free in Classifieds. Email wameditor@shaw.ca to place an ad.




